Safety starts with Stell
Maritime labelling

Our identity
revolves around labelling
Since 1973, we at Stell GmbH have established ourselves as a modern group of
medium-sized companies on the market for labelling and signage solutions.
Providing comprehension, safety and orientation in buildings, process plants and at
sea is our primary goal.
High-quality materials and distinct industry knowledge in the fields of energy, chemicals,
maritime, industry and fire protection ensure that the working environment is clear-cut
and safe for personnel and employees.

Our products
are systematically installed

LuxoLED® EMERGENCY EXIT LIGHTS
Safe guidance in case of emergency
During emergency situations with sudden darkness or thick smoke,
emergency exit lights guide people to the designated assembly stations
and clearly direct one’s attention to doors and direction within the
escape route. Our LuxoLED® is ideally complemented by our Luxolight®
photoluminescent signs.

SHIPBOARD SAFETY SIGNS
Labelling must be internationally recognisable
We provide comprehensible and uniform safety signs on ships. Our signs,
the design of the symbols and their application for the labelling of escape
routes, emergency equipment, rescue and fire protection signs and fire
protection equipment at sea, are standardized in ISO 24409.

LOW LOCATION LIGHTING SYSTEM
The escape route must be safe and visible
Our wheelmark certified LLL system indicates the escape route for all
individuals or groups so that they can follow the fastest and safest possible
path to a protected area in the event of an emergency. The use of LLL
systems is mandatory by IMO Regulation as it is a proven choice with
reliable functionality in spite of heavy smoke, power failure or similar.

PIPE MARKING ACCORDING TO ISO 14726
Create a safe working environment and prevent confusion
The colour code can be supplemented by the flow direction indicator or arrow
marks directly integrated in the design of the label. The self-adhesive foils are
available as single-colour and multi-colour options and need to be selected
depending on the respective operating content of the pipe.

POSTERS FOR EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS
Training aids regarding health and safety, environmental protection and security
Our posters for emergency instructions and information as well as crew and
passenger training purposes contain vital safety information. The clearly illustrated
instructions are essential for both the on-board system to safely conduct operations
at sea and providing practical information about ship activity.

SHIPBOARD PLANS
Clear and safe orientation on board
An integral part of maritime labelling is information that’s displayed on ships for
passengers and crew. Our CAD department is particularly specialised in on-board
safety plans for this reason. We create, deliver and assemble the necessary plans
for you – all in compliance with all relevant laws, regulations, guidelines and
standards.

Comprehensive
labelling projects
We take a systematic approach – from the consulting phase through
to project completion.
Our company independently covers every step that’s involved and is
therefore able to respond your specific project planning. The range of
products and services we offer is seamlessly linked and simplifies project
implementation in the process.

Step 1:

PROJECT PLANNING
Our staff surveys and evaluates the specific tasks to be done on site, thus laying the groundwork for the
project’s realization. In this way material types, quantities, sign texts and installation locations can be
precisely determined and, if desired, coordinated with you. In the event of missing or faulty documentation
we will check and draw up new documents for you so that your project can be realised most effective.

Step 2:

PRODUCTION
In accordance with your specifications, high quality sign production is carried out at our Bocholt site.
It is flexibly coordinated with the project plan and adjusted where required. In addition, we have a
well-equipped warehouse to support the project’s realization with standardized signs and fastening
materials.

Step 3:

INSTALLATION
Our 50 people installation crew is SCC-certified with sound background expertise and an independent
working mind set to professionally install the signs on site. The project’s progress is regularly
communicated to you and properly documented; on request, this can of course also be done digitally.

The Stell Group
at a glance
ENDURING and RELIABLE
• Over 45 years of experience
• Owner-operated group of family businesses
• Numerous framework agreements with large corporations
• Sector-specific project references

COMPETENT and CUSTOMER-ORIENTED
• 130 employees worldwide (DE, NL, IND)
• 90% added value in our own company
• 3,500m² production and storage space with
7,500 products on stock
• International network with partners worldwide

CERTIFIED and COMMITTED
• DIN membership in NASG / NSMT
• Chair of the ISO TC 145 / SC 2
• Safety certificates SCCP / VCA
• Quality certificates ISO 9001 / Wheelmark D
• IMO-certified products / Wheelmark B
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